Onsite Support

When IT JUST has to be done RIGHT…

JUST RIGHT

Onsite Support Helps You Work Better
Onsite Support

BENEFITS:
 Flexible response time
 Guaranteed service levels
 No travel fee
 Microsoft experts fix your problems
right the first time

 Next-day, end-of- business guarantee
 Choose from multiple payment plans

Almost every PC is connected to a larger, more complex
network with a variety of hardware and software products
or solutions. The more complicated a network becomes
the more things can fail. But as technology becomes
more complicated, the layers can get confusing and only
a visit from a competent, Microsoft expert can get things
back to normal. So for these issues, Just Right offers onsite support. Onsite support allows you to get your issues
solved in a timely and cost effective manner. Onsite
support also covers any upgrades, installations,
deployments or projects your network may require. We
understand that when technology fails, the productivity of
your business decreases.
Just Right’s on-site response offers a next-day, end-ofbusiness guarantee. That means you don’t have to wait a
week for someone to fix your computer or network
problem. With qualified engineers, Just Right guarantees
your satisfaction.
Part of a comprehensive support plan

 Fully backed by Just Right
 Technology Refreshment
 Software upgrades
 New technology deployment
 Technology installation

Just Right’s on-site support is a critical component to a
comprehensive support plan.
The comprehensive
support plan is a powerful package of services that help
you maximize system availability and minimize support
costs. You can take advantage of continuous system
monitoring to intercept work stoppage problems and a
highly competent telephone and onsite assistance team
to maintain efficiency and quickly resolve problems—for
all the products on your network, regardless of the
vendor.

Call Just Right at 858-538-8985 for more information.

one more way we keep

your business busy

